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FESTIVALS

From the day the first Chinese arrived in Cali
fornia and established a section of their own, the
Chinese have strongly adhered to many of the
traditional native festivals of their homeland.
Wherever Chinese resided, there remains in that
domicile today many of the old panoply of old
China's colorful customs.

Nineteenth century California Chinese were
generally extremely conservative-a social char
acteristic among the common people of China for
thousands of years. Besides being conservative,
the majority were superstitious. And because they
were also a people who enjoyed life as heartily as
they believed in the philosophy of reverence and
filial piety, they revered ancient customs and tra
ditions. They enjoyed all manner of celebrations,
but particularly the larger, nationally traditional
and religious ones.

Most surprising of all is the fact that the Chi
nese in America, generally, received much of the
perpetuation of these customs from their women
folk. The color and pageantry of Chinese festi
vals in America - particularly in the West, where
larger concentrations of Chinese were located
was provided by the mothers, wives, daughters
and sisters of the Gum Shan Hak (Gold Moun
tain sojourner). Most of these women had been
taught from childhood the dates, customs and the
minutest details of the rituals necessary for each
occasion. It was the women who made all of the
festival food and cakes - who wore the colorful

ceremonial silks and brocades and tiny, silk em
broidered slippers. Again, it was the women who
took care of the myriad religious details so neces
sary to many festivals. They were the ones who
made temple visitations, prayed and invoked the
blessing of the gods for future happiness and suc
cess, and made the burnt offerings ..

The preservation of so many temples and the
customs and festivals which survive today, are in
large part due to the feminine side of the Chinese
population.

Dr. Wolfram Eberhard details much of the

more popular celebrations in his book Chinese
Festivals (Henry Schuman, Inc., N. Y., 1951).

However, as with much that is typically "pro
vincial" among the Chinese-American, being from
a small region of Kwangtung alone, certain aspects
of some festivals were typically theirs. In the 19th
century, and up to the present time, the following
festivals were generally celebrated:

I. Chinese New Year. Generally celebrated for
from seven to fourteen days. A few days before
New Year's, everybody is busy with da-fo-tau-mui,
(Sze Yup: a fo-haau-moi) or general house clean
ing. Floors of homes and buildings are swept clean,
and may not be swept again until the celebration
was over. Symbolically, this avoids misfortune, as
sweeping floors during this period is akin to sweep
ing away all the good luck that has just arrived
with the new year. Also, meeting halls and head
quarters of fraternal, district, family and other
associations are brightly lighted for the arrival of
the New Year., The general festivities of Chinese
New Yearsare too well documented to require fur
ther elaboration here.

z. Pure Brightness Festival (Ch'ing Ming) is
Chinese Memorial Day. Visitations to family
tombs are a formal rite in China. Since family
tombs were far away in villages and hamlets, the
Chinese in America would visit their local, gen
erally make-shift, cemetery. \Vithin the cemetery
area, various associations had long ago erected
"spirit" shrines for this purpose.

At the visitation, the elder of the family goes
through the ceremony of sweeping the graves
with willow branches. The willow is the plant
that repels evil spirits. The rest of the ceremony
consists of cleaning and pulling weeds from the
grave. The final ritual is that of providing cooked
food laid out in dishes before the graves. \Vine
is poured on the ground during the worship, after
which the food is removed and consumed at home

after the ceremony.
The spirit offering consists of incense sticks and

red candles, which, together with paper money
and paper clothing, are burned and thus trans
mitted to the deceased for their comfort needs in

the spirit world. And while these and other offer
ings are burned, exploding firecrackers create a din
to confuse evil spirits from pursuing the deceased.

3. The Dragon Boat Festival occurs on the fifth
day of the fifth moon. At this particular time, the
customary food dish is the tsung, a dumpling (also
called a Chinese tamale if the dumpling is stuffed)
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made of glutinous rice and wrapped in dried (but
then softened again in water) plantain leaves.
They are made in a wide variety of fillings and in
both sweet and salty dumplings. This festival is
attributed to Chu Yuan, a third century B.c.
scholar and official, who drowned himself in pro
test against his monarch's degenerate court. The
people, who revered him, established boat races in
his memory, symbolizing the search for his body.
The tsung was originally food offerings to Chu
Yuan in his watery grave-which is why the tsung
is, even today, wrapped in these waterproof leaves.

4. Spirits' Festival (Shao-l or "burning paper
clothing") occurs on the fifteenth day of the sev
enth moon. Like Ch'ing Ming, it is also connected
with the dead. On this day the family makes its
second and last formal visit to the family tombs
for the year.

Symbolically, this was the day the dead were
believed to return to roam at will, or to visit living
relatives. And since the spirits must have money
to travel, more paper money and paper clothing
were transmitted by burnt offerings than at the
Ch'ing Ming festival.

5. The Moon Festival (or mid-autumn festi
val) occurs on the fifteenth day of the eighth
moon, when the moon is at its brightest. It is con
sidered mainly an agricultural festival-;- to give
thanks to the gods for good harvests. The moon
cake is the festival's symbolic food: a small cake
in the shape of a full moon, about I Yz inches thick
and stuffed with a variety of delicacies such as
whole salted duck egg yolks, shelled melon seeds,
sweetened soy bean paste, etc.

There are no ceremonies in connection with
this festival but it is a time of relaxation arid feast

ing. In this respect it resembles our Thanksgiving
holiday.

6. The Ch'ung Yang festival originated, claims
one source, in ancient days when a fortune teller
foretold calamity for a farmer on the ninth day
of the ninth moon. To escape such a disaster, the
farmer took his family to the top of a high hill on
that day. When they returned home the ne?'t day,
they discovered that their domestic animals had
all died mysteriously. This became a legend.

Since then, people would follow his example
and go to the highest place they could find on that
day. And to while away the time, they would
fashion kites of all kinds, to fly in the windy hills.

This custom has come down through the years,
and with it, California and some other states have

witnessed beautiful and fantastic kites flown by
Chinese during this time of the year.

7· Festival of the Winter Solstice (or Tung
Chih) usually occurs about a few days before
Christmas. In the early days, the business houses
closed, and a general holiday was declared. Family
members came home and offerings were placed
on family ancestral altars and food offerings to
the deceased were made.

The festival dish then, and today is the tong
yuan, small round bite-size dumplings made of
glutinous rice and cooked in a rich, heavy broth.
(Various districts had their own favorite dishes.)

SOME OLD LOCAL CUSTOMS

In old San Francisco's Chinatown many cus
toms were used to adapt convenience and practi
cality into their. everyday lives. The following
two were not necessarily locally created, but used
extensively:

EARLY CHINATOWN'S CREDIT SYSTEM

Once a week, and always on Saturday, the mer
chants settled their debts. For the past week, and
up to the time on Saturday when the account was
closed, one paid one's debt for the amount written.
A member of the merchant firm personally de
livers the checks to each account. On receiving
the check, the recipient puts the firm's Chop mark
(similar to the American rubber stamp) under his
name on the account book, denoting payment in
full. It was mandatory for member firms to settle
their accounts each week - otherwise they would
lose their standing as a "rated," respected business
firm.

THE WUI OR MONEY POOL

A group of merchants form a money pool.
They meet, say, once a month, or as often as
agreed upon. Any number may join, and at times
there may be more than one pool created. Each
member advances, say, one hundred dollars into
the pool. Each member is then entitled to bid for
the entire pool. The bid represents the interest
each merchant is willing to pay for the use of the
money in the pool for a year. The highest bidder
each month wins, of course. Thus a merchant
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needing ready cash is able to borrow his money,
while the merchant with an excess of cash is able
to "lend" it out at an attractive interest rate. The

pools were guaranteed by the store the merchant
represented. His business was his collateral, and
the entire "transaction" was by oral agreement.

[George K. Jue in a lecture on "Chinatown
Its History, Its People, Its Importance," at Marina
Adult School, San Francisco, May 1951, in a
"Know Your San Francisco" series sponsored by
l\1arina Adult School and San Francisco Junior
Chamber of Commerce. Jue is a past president,
Chinese Chamber of Commerce.]

HERBS, HERB DOCTORS

When more than 100,000 Chinese were put
largely upon their own to minister to their sick or
injured, how did they handle the problem? Spe
cifically, what medications and methods were uti
lized in the 19th century?

In the beginning, few Chinese were willing to
consult an American doctor in a strange country.
The language barrier, the higher fees, and strange
medications and methods were too much to assimi

late, particularly when one's life was frequently at
stake. So the great majority relied upon their old
world, familiar remedies.

The first Chinese to reach these shores undoubt

edly had amongst his belongings, a package of
assorted herbs and other old-world "cures." I As
more Chinese arrived, the first herb stores and
herb dispensers appeared in San Francisco. Then,
as other Chinese communities sprang up, the herb
dispensers followed with their wares.

An herb dispenser acts in a like capacity to that
of the pharmacist: upon prescription of the herb
doctor. If the ailment is minor, a person went di
rectly to the herb shop and asks the dispenser to
"pick up a prescription of herbal tea," after first
describing his ailment to the dispenser. If the ail
ment is of long standing, or serious, th<:sick man
hurries to the herb doctor.

Nearly all patients receive a "pulse diagnosis,"
which consists of the patient's resting each wrist
in turn upon a small cushion on the table. The
doctor places three of his fingers lightly upon the
wrist and notes the pulse-beat for several minutes.
His concentration is deep. He may ask the pa
tient's age, and his marital status; once in awhile,

a very few, seemingly irrelevant questions. [If the
doctor were asked, he would say that the Chinese
herb doctors believe that the condition of each of

the vital organ is indicated by the pulse; that they
define at least twelve different pulses, and claim to
be able to distinguish them by the wrist-beat.2]
Without further ado, the herb doctor renders his
opinion on the nature of the illness, and the re
quirements necessary to effect a cure. He pre
scribes an herb tea.

The prescription is then taken to the herb shop
(sometimes within the same suite of rooms).
There, the herb shop has on its shelves literally
a hundred or more small drawers. They contain
his more popular merchandise. A complete herb
shop in China may have more than three thousand
items classified and used as medicine, but generally
only five to six hundred are in popular use. One
prescription may contain from ten to fifteen varie
ties of herbs, barks, roots, gums, nuts, flowers, and
other medically-used-for-centuries items. All of
these are put in a pot with water, and brewed for
the required length of time. Invariably, it is a
bitter tea.

The patient returns each day for further pulse
examinations. The prescription may be repeated,
or varied to a stronger or weaker tea, or a different
tea. The results generally are good, and the patient
would return to work praising his doctor's skill.
Nor were herbs or consultations with herb doctors
limited to the Chinese. Other nationalities used the

herb doctors and his prescriptions also. Toward
the latter part of the 1880'S and continuing to the
present time, goodly numbers of Caucasians began
to consult the herbalist and to be treated by him.

In the beginning herbs were all imported from
China, and with the exception of a certain species
of deer, few animal substances were used. This
horn was ground into powder and sometimes given
with the herbs (the Chinese believing that it gave
one greater strength).

Early in the twentieth century, herb shops and
herb doctors were the subjects of close scrutiny
for possible violations of California medical laws
and practice, but successfully survived the ordeal.
A once moderately flourishing trade had nearly
disappeared when federal laws prohibited the im
portation of herbs from China's Communist held
mainland. The climate has changed in 1973-74,
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and the flow of herbs has once again assured the
importation of herbs for sale.

1In 1¢4, Son Loy Company, Grant Ave., San Francisco,
gifted the Chinese Historical Society of America with
three sub-basements filled with personal luggage be
longing to Chinese pioneers who had left them with this
merchandise store for safekeeping during the turn of
the century. Of the many boxes and trunks which were
opened for examination, almost all contained some Chi
nese herbs or medicines.

2 Heinrich Wallnofer and Anna von Rottauscher, Chinese
Folk Medicine (Crown, N. Y., 1965), pp. 100-113.

FROM SOJOURNER TO CITIZEN

A tangible milestone was reached shortly after
World War I. Up to this time, first-generation Chi
nese had generally considered themselves sojourn
ers-visitors-in America. To most of them, their
one thought was to earn sufficient money to return
to China for a life of comfort and ease. This

thought became a goal as anti-Chinese attitudes
continued to forestall their every move to seek
gainful employment.l This realization was the lot
of most first-generation American-born who also
unsuccessfully sought work, college degrees not
withstanding.2 Thus, many of the first American
born also turned their faces toward the Far East.

The 1911 revolution in China and the thought of
service to a newborn republic accelerated the
movement somewhat.

But sixteen years earlier-in 1895-a new Chi
nese organization came into being in San Francisco.
The Chinese American Citizens Alliance, once
known as the Native Sons of the Golden West,
was organized to spearhead the fight for their civil
rights. It became the first organizatiol1 to have
a preponderance of native-born, who claimed
America as their home. It was here they wanted to
stay. And by forming an organization they were
able to carryon a stronger legal fight to become
first-class citizens.

The C. A. C. A. was the first and most important
Chinese organization whose activities were direc
ted by native-born persons. Currently the organi
zation has several parlors in other communities
across the country.

Following closely in their footsteps, various
other groups were organized. Most have well
defined purposes in their charters, and likewise
considered America as home. Some are the Cathay
Club, Wah Ying Club, Chinese Sportsmen Club,
and Yoke Choy Club. Others are outgrowths of

national groups, such as the American Legion, the
Veterans of Foreign Wars. Or they are local chap
ters of Lions International, Optimists, etc. Some
organizations like the Chinese YM.C.A. had started
serving the community since 1912,3 but the C.A.
C.A. was the first independent organization.

Women also became active. A group of Ameri
can-born formed the Square and Circle Club in
1924- Its earlier purpose: to provide relief pack
ages and funds for flood and famine refugees in
Hong Kong. In former years, it provided "Friend
ship Fund" loans for needy girls and women.
Currently, it offers scholarships and camperships,
and, in general, provides assistance to all worth
while community enterprises. Other women's
groups also active: Opti-1\1rs., and Chinese
YWC.A.

1S. \v. Kung, Chinese in American Life (Univ. of Wash.
Press, Seattle, 1¢2) pp. ISO-ISI.

2 Chinese Digest, Vol. II, No. 32, Aug. 7, 1936, p. 6.
3 Ibid., Vol. II, No. 2S, July 10, 1936, pp. S, 9, 14.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Much has been written about the Chinese in

America in the past century or more, and a good
bibliography is a necessary and essential tool to
guide the serious reader quickly to the desired
reference material. Limited bibliographies are
available in the several books and theses written

on various phases of Chinese in America; e.g.
Coolidge's "Chinese Immigration," Sung's "Moun
tain of Gold." But for the serious researcher more

extensive lists are required.
The first extensive bibliography on the subject

is the List of Books on Chinese Immigration,
compiled by A. P. Griffin of the Library of Con
gress and published in 1904. This list was compiled
at a time when the Chinese immigration issue was
important in national politics, and includes books,
pamphlets, and selected periodicals through 1903.
The most distinctive feature of this bibliography
is a complete listing of government publications
including speeches printed in the Congressional
Record, and Congressional documents published
up to the time of publication.

The next work, published in 1909, was Bibliog
raphy of the Chinese Question by R. E. Cowan
and B. Dunlap. This booklet expanded the cover
age of Griffin's work to material on all phases of
the Chinese Question in the U.S. and added many
works not included previously; however, most of
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Griffin's listing of government publications and
periodical articles was omitted. On the other hand,
Cowan and Dunlap added a useful listing of State
of California documents, and Chinese and Japanese
language newspapers. This bibliography is proba
bly the most comprehensive listing of books and
pamphlets printed on the Chinese in America
up to the year 19D9 and was published in San
Francisco.

Thirty years was to pass before another bibliog
raphy was attempted. This was an unpublished
M.A. thesis written by Pearl Ng in 1939, Writ
ings on the Chinese in California. In this work,
the author omitted most of the legislative docu
ments, speeches and appeals to Congress, broad
sides and other minor items already covered in
the two bibliographies mentioned above; however,
other works were added, including some general
works which 51so have some Chinese material.
New works written since 1909 were also included.
The most useful feature in the thesis is a list of

articles on the Chinese, in periodical literature,
probably the most extensive listing to date.

Titles in this work are classified in various cate

gories such as Bibliographies, General Works, Chi
nese Question, Sociological Data, Religious Activi
ties, Directories, etc. An author index is also
included.

The Bancroft Library has a microfilm of an un
published paper by Yuk Ow, written in the 1950'S,
entitled A Selected List of Published and Unpub
lished Materials Written by California Cl]ineseand
Brief Biographies of the Authors. This paper con
tains the most comprehensive description of Chi
nese papers published in San Francisco and Los
Angeles up to the 1950'S. There is also an anno
tated bibliography.

A bibliographical essay based on resources
of the Hoover Institution, Stanford University,
Overseas Chinese, by Naosaku Ushida, was pub
lished in 1960. The section on the Chinese in
America includes a useful listing of Chinese and
English language works on the subject. However,
the list is by no means exhaustive and an extensive
compilation of Chinese language material in this
subject is still needed.

The latest addition to this field is the work The

Chinese in California, by Mrs. Gladys Hansen and
Wm. F.Heintz, published in 1970 by Richard Abel.
This bibliography draws on the resources of the

San Francisco Public Library and is distinguished
by the following: (I) The compilers have delved
into many works not written especially on the
subject of the Chinese and have uncovered much
hitherto unnoticed material shedding new light on
the history of the Chinese in California. These are
books not included in the previous bibliographies.
(2) Each work is annotated and evaluated to en
able the researcher to judge whether the reference
is of value to him. (3) Works written in the period
1940 through 1968 are included. An introduction
bringing out some of the new facts uncovered by
the compilers precedes the annotated bibliography
itself.

Each of the above works has its own area of
usefulness. For the serious historian all of the bib

liographies would be needed. Together, they cover
the field of research material as compiled up to
the present time.

TRANSLITERATION OF
CHINESE WORDS

GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

China's postal service spelling is used. However,
since transliteration from Mandarin in accordance

with the Wade-Giles system is now also com
monly used, this spelling will be given in paren.
thesis following the post office spelling in the
section "Geographical Background," e.g., Namhoi
(Nanhai), Hoiping (K'aip'ing).
OTHER NAMES

I. Wbere Chinese characters only are known
to the editors-the Mandarin pronunciation will
be used, transliterated in accordance with the
Wade-Giles system, e.g., Li-Hung-chang, T'an
T'ing-hsiang.

For Chinese names in this country where Eng
lish spellings are not known to the Syllabus edi
tors, a transliteration of the name based on Can
tonese as spoken in the city of Canton is also given
in parentheses, e.g., T'ung-te T'ang (Tung Oak
Tong) .

2. Where only the names from English lan
guage publications are known to the editors-the
spelling will be used as shown on the publications
e.g., Hing Wor, Wah Lee.

3. Wbere both the Chinese characters and an
English spelling (in contemporary newspapers or
other documents)are known-the Chines:':will be
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transliterated per the method in item 1 above. If
the English spelling is well known this will be
given in parenthesis with the word preferred ap
pended after the English version. The standard
Wade-Giles versions of the name will be used the

first time the name is encountered, but subsequent
renditions of the name will use the preferred spell
ing, e.g., Lu Jun-ch'ing (Look Tin Eli preferred);
Jung Hung (Yung Wing preferred).

An exception is made in the case of well-known
English renditions such as Sam Yup, Sze Yup,
Hakka, Ning Yeung, Hop Wo, etc. These spell
ings will be used per English documents without
attempting to transliterate into Mandarin or into
proper Cantonese form.

NOTES ON THE SYLLABUS

• References used in this Syllabus indicate the
source, and are generally accepted as correct.
This, however, does not necessarily imply en
dorsement of the published work from whence
the reference was obtained.

• Where no state is mentioned, the locale may be

considered as California. Where neither state
nor town is shown, the locale should be con
sidered as San Francisco, or the San Francisco
Bay region; in the case of boats or fishing, the
San Francisco Bay area.

• Certain articles will contain seeming in::onsist
encies in tenses used (for example, see first para
graph of Temples). At times one paragraph may
be in the past tense; indicating that the custom,
object, or condition is no longer with us. If used
in the present tense, the object (such as temples)
while in existence for a long time, is still witth us.

• Certain persons may find variances in custom or
practice published here with what they have
learned. This is to be expected. Each group of
Chinese from a different district in China is more

or less bound to their local traditions. They may
be at odds wit!1 each other in many of the func
tional details, but not often on basic elements.

It is to be expected that many of the third, fourth
and later generations, while trying to observe
traditional customs, may have forgotten or im
provised certain details to suit circumstances.


